This paper is devoted to construct a cone by using the so called weak*-total families in different spaces ( Banach space, Hilbert space, metric space,...etc.). We were advised some forms for weak*-total subsets to construct an exact forms for cones like ( Normal cones, Allows plastering cones, Solid cones,...etc.).
Introduction
In the study of various problems in general system theory, mechanics , operator theory ... etc, an important rule is played by monotonicity of the corresponding " inputs" and "outputs", and by the positiveness or monotonicity of various linear and nonlinear mappings. The mathematical models of such objects lead in many cases to operator equations in spaces, which partially ordered by some cone. The study of ordered linear spaces was initiated in the last 1950's by Riesz. Many authors like M. G. Krein, who worked on the geometry of cone in Banach space and has given proofs of main theorems for cone construction in his famous paper [ 1] , there are many relations between cones, the class of positive definite functions, the class of negative definite functions, the class of completely monotone functions and the class of completely alternating functions [2] [3] [4] [5] . In this paper, we will discuss the relations between the construction of cones and the families of weak*-total subset. This paper is devoted to give an exact method to construct cones using a weak*-total families. Then we will search some types of weak*-total families that grantees the implementation of definite cones such as solid cone or allows plastering cone or normal cone...etc.
Weak*-total subset
Definition 2.1 : (Total subset) [7] A subset S of a topological vector space E is said to be total in E if each continuous linear from on E satisfying
for all x belonging to S necessarily satisfies 0 = f . We suggest to call this notion of totality "weak totality" and parallel we give the following definition of weak*-totality.
Definition 2.2: (weak*-total subset)
We will call a subset F of the dual space * E of a topological vector space E weak *-total if for each element χ belonging to E and satisfying
Using a weak*-total subset F of the dual space * E of a Banach space E we define a partial ordering on E associated with F as follows
Remark. This partial ordering is well defined. 1-Reflexivity of the relation " " F ≤ is trivial. 2-The relation " " F ≤ Is anti-symmetric (we remark that, the weak*-totality guarantees the anti symmetricity of the above defined partial ordering). In fact, let y x F ≤ and x y F ≤ Construction of a cone by using weak*-total families
Since the family F is weak*-total then,
3-The transitivity of the relation " 
Remark.
On a Banach space E with a cone K a partial ordering is introduced in the following manner :
Definition 2.3:
Using a weak*-total subset F we can define a corresponding cone F K as follow:
We will call F K the cone generated by the weak*-total subset F .
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Theorem 2.1. Let F be a bounded, closed and convex subset of a normed space E , which does not contain the zero of E . Then the set
Proof. First we will prove that ) (F K is closed . Actually , let
(without loss of generality let v ≠0 ) . Every element n u has the representation n n n z t u = where
is convergent then it is bounded , so we have Finally, we will prove that 0 ) ( 
Theorem 2.2 :
Let E be a normed space . A necessary and sufficient condition for a uniformly positive linear functional f on a cone E K ⊆ is that the cone K allows plastering . 
Proof . Let f be a uniformly positive linear functional on K , hence
is an interior point of 1 K .
Conversely . Suppose the cone K allows the plastering 1
be a positive functional on 1 K , so
Theorem 2.3 :
Let F be a bounded , closed and convex subset of a normed space E which does not containing the zero of the space E . then the cone ) (F K allows plastering .
Proof. Construct a hyperplane
, separating the set F and the sphere e x ≤ || || which is disjoint from F , where e is a fixed positive number . since F is bounded then for every 
The boundedness of F implies that the number t is uniformly bounded by some positive number γ i.e., for all )
. This mean that f is uniformly positive linear functional on the cone ) (F K and therefore ) (F K allows plastering .
Remark. As pointed out from [ ] "every allows plastering cone is normal" so we directly obtains the following : Corollary 2.1. Let F be a bounded , closed and convex subset of a normed space E which does not containing the zero of the space E . then the cone ) (F K is normal.
Definition 2.4 :
We denote by the smallest cone containing the weak*-total subset F i.e., Finally, we will give an example for a weak*-total family F , for which
. Let us choose for the separable space 1 l and for which we will take the weak*-total 
Conclusion
In this paper we were gave an exact method to construct cones using a weak*-total families. also, we were searched some types of weak*-total families that grantees the implementation of definite cones such as solid cone or allows plastering cone or normal cone...etc.
